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In the world of Project SN-AFU®, a beleaguered project manager leads a heroic (if 

somewhat distracted) team while fending off the absurd antics of managers who never 
learn, uncooperative stakeholders, and predatory vendors.  (Sound familiar?)   

As described in the Glossary on our website, this game redefines project concepts in ways 
that would make a Standards Body cry.  (You may find this curiously satisfying.) 

Project SN-AFU® is played by 3 to 6 individuals or teams of two. 

➢ The Core Card Game is the heart of Project SN-AFU®.  It consists of: 

▪  90 Query and 300 Answer cards – Play an irreverent, incorrect, really wrong 
answer to an innocent question.  When your card is chosen, you win the turn. 
Win 5 turns to win the game.  Sample cards are shown here: 

 

➢ The Core Board Game creates a new level of play with 490 cards plus a game board 
and six game pieces.  Cards include those in the card game plus: 

▪ 60 Project Review cards (Plan and Do) – An ongoing duel with the Review 
Board moves you forward or back on the game board (see next page). 

▪ 40 Stuff Happens cards – Inflict these on other players to cause them grief.  Or 
to play with their heads.  Or play one on yourself to gain advantage. 

➢ The Core Games are 97% Safe for Work (you can't please everybody) unless you 
add the NSFW expansion pack, in which case WATCH OUT! 

http://projectsnafu.com/downloads/ProjectSNAFU_Glossary_DOWNLOAD.pdf
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➢ A demo of the game is available on our 
website. 

➢ Download is free!  Download the 

game, print and cut the cards to size, and 
play. 

 
Expansion Packs add to the Core Game by providing more cards.  Two Expansion Packs 
are available: 

▪ Certifiable PM Expansion Pack 1.  This expansion pack includes cards that mock, 
twist and mangle concepts and terminology that experienced project managers 
should know.  Discover the wonderful world of WBS (Work Breakdown Syndrome) 
and RFP (Rationale for Pain).  Learn to      Do – Check – Plan – Panic – Blame  

• 225 New cards  -  More wacky answers; new player interactions 

▪ NSFW Expansion Packs 1 & 2.  Is the Core Game too tame?  Want to spice it up?  
These Expansion Packs add that something extra that you are looking for.   

• But be careful where you use them.  Not Safe for Work!   
• 80 Answer cards and 25 Query cards add very improper insanity 

Grow the Game!  Distributed under a Creative Commons BY-NC-SA 4.0 license. Use 

the game, modify it, add to it, and share what you have created with anyone, for free.  

(No commercial use is allowed without our permission. See our website for details.)  

Project SN-AFU® is an experiment.  We hope that the Worldwide Project Community will 

adopt the game, build on it, and make it a true expression of how we all feel about the 

projects we deal with every day.  So join us!  And make the game come alive... 

Free Download!     Get it Now! 

www.projectsnafu.com 

http://www.projectsnafu.com/downloads/DEMO_HowToPlayProjectSNAFU.pdf
http://projectsnafu.com/#anchor-tab-1-1
http://www.projectsnafu.com/

